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A workspace for any place

Passport Work Table

Your home office. The living room. A studio bedroom. Pulled 
over to a comfortable office nook. Grouped together for a study 
session. Anywhere can be your perfect workspace with a desk that 
moves with you. Height-adjustable, with an intentionally compact 
lightweight design, Passport is the just-right table for the moments 
you need it.



Make anywhere work for you 

Passport features an untethered height-adjustable design, 
so you can move your table wherever you need to. Its single-
column base and lightweight design make it all the easier: 
pull it up to wherever you’re working and, just like that – an 
instant workspace.

Comfort at any height 

Passport’s simple, intuitive lever allows you to smoothly 
adjust your table for a range of heights, giving you flexibility 
between sitting and standing and offering comfort at any 
posture. With a 305 mm range for the small table and 
458 mm for the large, Passport can find a spot that works 
in many settings.

Featuring an untethered height-adjustable design, Passport’s pneumatic lift 

provides height-adjustability without needing to plug into a power source. 

Passport is available in 2 sizes: small (559 mm x 406 mm 

surface) and large (686 mm x 508 mm, enough surface 

space for a laptop, notebook and beverage). 



Passport is introducing a new, plywood edge. It’s available 
paired with a variety of the surface finishes. 

An optional Privacy Screen and Bag Hook work well with the large 
table, adding warmth and boundary, and a spot to place your bag. 
Available in a variety of colours.

Small footprint, big function 

Passport is intentionally compact in design, large 
enough for the essentials and small enough for 
tight spaces. It’s available in two sizes, with enough 
surface space for a laptop, notebook and your 
favourite beverage. Add the optional Bag Hook or 
screen to make it work even harder – all without 
increasing the footprint.



Materials

Passport Work Table

Lincoln Walnut
F05

Natural Teak
NT

Queen’s Maple
QM

Maple
F04

Top 
Laminate

Base, 
Bag Hook

Finish

Screen
Hush*

*Available on assigned lead time.

PET

Melamine

Ivory Vivid
VV

White  
91

PassportTM Work Table CMF chip chart

Folkstone Grey
8Q

Spiced Maple
F14

Legno Fineline
F08

Studio White
98

Folkstone Grey
8Q

Black
BK

Canyon
DR1

Canyon
1HS01

Dark Grey
DGG

Dark Grey
1HS08

Nightfall
DN2

Nightfall
1HS10

Navy Blue
NBB

Charcoal
1HS05

Olive
OLF

Dark Green
1HS32

Cherry Red
CRR

Glacier
DB3

Bayou
1HS03

Light Grey
LGG

Cool Grey
1HS07

Steel Grey
GR

Samples are representative of the material to be supplied and may not indicate an exact match;
some variation may occur. For more information about our products and services or to see a list
of dealers, please visit us at hermanmiller.com.
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For more information,  
please  visit innerspace.net.au
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